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We design, We make, We fit
We bring joy  

Innerspace Cheshire is based in Whitchurch in the North West of 
England where we make products that are kind to people, the 
planet and animals. 

Our local, dedicated team of makers hand craft our product range  
at our workshop. And our installation team travel up and down 
the country to fit all products nationwide.

"If you're passing by come meet all the team and 
our loyal, key member - Penny, the Labradoodle“ 



no watering.
no sunlight. 
no maintenance.  

Natureverde.

Innerspace Cheshire's natureverde is a catalogue of  feature 
walls, planting schemes and metal grid systems. Each 
product is centred around the preserved foliage - displaying 
how customisable and pleasing the natural material is in 
interior spaces. 

Biophilic design makes us happier and healthier – by 
bringing nature indoors – connecting us to the natural world. 



Natureverde jungle

Natureverde jungledesign 
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Natureverde.jungle
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Natureverde jungle walls are made of a mixture 
of different preserved foliage plants.

We can offer a selection of metal, veneer, 
laminate and painted frames for your project.

And we can include signage in your walls. jungle.



Natureverde jungle.



7.Natureverde.jungle
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Natureverde jungledesign offers two designs that we can 
custom scale to fit your wall size.

jungledesign - Larger areas of foliage in organic shapes.

Every wall is custom built. Design interpretation will vary 
with every production. 

Framing and signage is available to your requirements. jungledesign.



Natureverde jungledesign.
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Natureverde.forest
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Natureverde forest wall is an all-new design and 
construction.

Our forest wall is greener, lusher and deeper than ever 
with a thickness of 150mm.

Framing and signage is available to your requirements. forest.
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Natureverde ivy wall is made up of preserved ivy 
foliage giving a simple, clean finish.

Framing and signage is available to your 
requirements. ivy.



16.Natureverde.ivy
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 planter inserts.

Natureverde planter inserts are custom built to fit 
into any size planter box.

We supply a fully built insert complete with timber 
feet to bring the inserts to the correct level.

The range offers gravel, pebbles and topiarytrees 
as options to go with the foliage.



18.

foliage+beargrass.

foliage.

beargrass+whitepebbles.

foliage+gravel.

Natureverde.planter inserts



topiarytree+foliagebed.
ivy+cheesewood topiarytree

19.

topiarytree+foliagebed.
nicoly topiarytree

Natureverde.planter inserts



Natureverde.trees
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trees.
Natureverde trees are hand made by our 
workshop team using preserved foliage and a 
selection of real branches and trunks.



21.

totemtree.
ivy foliage

single topiarytrees.
cheesewood foliage

single
topiarytree.
nicoly foliage double

topiarytree.
stuatiana foliage

Natureverde.trees



largetree.
nicoly foliage

mediumtree.
nicoly foliage 22.

largetree.
populus foliage

Natureverde.trees
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Natureverde pots are sustainably sourced.

We offer a diverse range of materials - 
terracotta, fabric, hessian and ocean plastics. All 
pots arrive with a  carefully selected mixture of 
preserved foliage plants.  

 

pots.



24.

N ATUREVERDE oceanplastic pots
+foliage 

Ocean plastic pots are made from used fishing 
nets in the UK.

Natureverde.pots



NATUREVERDE fabric pots + foliage 

25.

Fabric pots are hand-made by our workshop team. 
Only 100% post-consumer recycled polyester. 
50% of which is sourced from ocean plastics.
Available in two sizes.  

lots colours to choose from...

Natureverde.pots



NATUREVERDE hessian pots + foliage 

26.Hessian pots made from sisal in Africa 
by a women's self-care group. 

lots styles to choose from...

Natureverde.pots



27.

NATUREVERDE terracotta pots + foliage 

optional hanging terracottapots

We can paint the terracotta pots to any colour from The 
Little Greene Company's paint range.

Natureverde.pots
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hanging foliage.Natureverde offers a choice of hand-crafted 
hanging foliage features. All options have been 
designed to fix onto grid systems, furniture 
pieces, acoustic or joinery beams and pretty much 
anything else that you can think of.

We manufacture standard sizes but can adapt the 
hanging foliage to suit your product.



FOLIAGE

29.

bundles.
clusters.FOLIAGE 

FOLIAGE junglevines.bunches. ivyvines.ivygarlands.

Natureverde.hanging foliage



30.junglevines. Natureverde.hanging foliage



31.

foliageclusters.

ivyvgarlands.

Natureverde.hanging foliage
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Natureverde ivy meshgrids are chunky mesh with real 
preserved ivy woven through with a coverage of ca 50% of the 
surface area.

Black is the standard colour but we can match to your RAL of 
choice.

Ivy meshgrids look amazing with illuminated signage. meshgrids.
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ceilingrafts.

Natureverde has three standard ceilingrafts to 
offer, in three set sizes - 600*1200,  600*1800 
and 1200*1800. 
Custom sizes are available. 

The package includes a black framed 50*50 
mesh grid, ceiling fixings with different 
combinations of our hangingfoliage products. 

INCLUDES hangingfoliage.
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Natureverde ceilingraft+junglevines.

package includes.
black meshgrid+frame+fixings
junglevines



37.

Natureverde ceilingraft+foliageclusters+ivyvines.

package includes.
black meshgrid+frame+fixings
foliageclusters
ivyvines

Natureverde.ceilingrafts



package includes.
black meshgrid+frame+fixings
ivyvines
foliagebunches

NATUREVERDE ceilingraft+foliagebunches+ivyvines.

38.Natureverde.ceilingrafts



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


